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ÖZET 

Mowrer'ın İki Faktörlü Öğrenme Kuramı ve Öğrenme Güçlükleri 

Davranış değişikliğinin nasıl olduğu sorusuna cevap aranma ktadır. Bu soruyu 
cevaplamak için Mowrer, Pavlov 'un Klasik Koşullanma ve Thomdike 'ın alışkanlıkla
rın kazanılması ya da problem çözmesinden yararlanır. Dğrenmeleri açıklamada 
tek tek _bu kuramiarın yeterli olmadığını, ancak iki kuramın birlikte düşünülmesi, 
öğrenmeZere gerekli açıklamalan getireceği düşüncesiyle iki faktöriii öğrenme ku
ramı ortaya çıkmıştır. 

Revizyondan geçirilmiş ıki faktöriii öğrenme kuramında korku duygusunun 
en önemli koşullanabilir tepki olduğu vurgulanmıştır. Kaçınma dauranışı aç ıklan

mıştır. Ancak alışkanlıkların kazanılması üzerinde etkili şekilde durulmamıştır. Uya
rının yer değiştirmesi ve tepki iki ayrı öğrenme biçimi olarak görülmüştür. 

Bu kuramın son versiyonunda ise sadece tek bir öğrenme süreci fakat iki ayrı 
pekiştirmenin olduğu kabul edilmiştir. lkincil düriiiler olorak duygusal reaksiyonlar 
korku ve umut koşullanabilir tepkilerdir. Vğrenmeleri temsil eden davranış değişik
liklerinde duygusaı' reaksiyonların merkezi rolü bulunmaktadır. Bu reaksiyon/ara 
bir kez koşul/u uyaran özelliği kazandırı/dığında öğrenme/ere ya da davranışlara 
y ön verir ve kontrol ederler. 

Bu kurarndan öğrenme güçlüğü gösteren çocuklario ilgili olarak, bu çocukları 
güdüleme ve güdülemenin ko ntrol edilmesi çerçevesinde yararlanılabilir. 

ABSTRACT 

In order to find an answer how behauior changes come about Mowrer utilized 
Paulo u'ıı concept of reflex co nditioning and Thorndike 's ha bit {ormation. The first 
version of two factor leaming theory came in to existence because o f the conviction 
that neither Thorndike 's ha bit formatian nor the Pavlov's concept of re(lex condi
tio ning, taken, alone, could provide a universal paradigm for learning but that, 
taken together, they were suf(icient. 

The revised two factor learning theory stressed the emotion of fear as the 
most important conditionab.le response. And the avoidance behavior was adequa
tely explained. However, the habit formation was not dealt effectively. Stimulus 
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substitution and response substitution were recognized as two different {orms of 
learning in this reuised edition. 

The last version of this theory assumed that only one learning process but 
two different reinforcements namely incremental and deeremental reinforcement. 
The emotional reactions, fear-hope , which are called secondary driues are condition
able responses. It was belieued that these motional reactions are once conditioned 
to respondent stimuli they quide and control the performan ce or behauiors. 

In regard to learning disabled children, this theory could be utilized in moti
uating these children . 

Theoretical Construct 

Behavior is clearly and manifestly subject to modifıcation change. How, pre
cisely, does this come about? That was the question. 

In order to answer that question, Mowrer puts into operation works of I.P. 
Pavlov's classical conditioning, and Thorndike's h abit formation or problem solving. 

The work of I.P. Pavlov- a Russian psychologist who, in studying cer..aın "'di· 
gestive reflexes ", became im pressed with their modifiability- showed one way (for 
Pavlov the only way) in which behavior can be modified by so called conditioning. 
If a formerly neutral stimulus is paired a few times with a stimulus that dependably 
(reflexly) produces a given response, soo n the erstwhile neutral (ineffective) stimu
lus will be capable, alone, of eliciling this response. The response is then called by 
Thomdike asa new stimulus. 

Sı-U--d-.-.-...::>:ı- R 
ncon ıtıon 

stimulus 

Sı----s.----------~~ Pairing 
R S ;:> R 

ı Conditioning 

Pavlov averred this w as the basis of behavior flexibility and adaptabiiity. But 
these responses which had been thus condtioned were stili reflexes, "condition ref
Iexes". Conditioning reflex enables individuals to anticipate forthcoming events and 
to make more intelligent, more adaptive reactions. However. one of the most pal· 
pable difficulties was the fact that the so called conditioned reflexes, instead of 
being exact replicas of their unconditioned prototypes, are perceptively and some· 
times radically different. Thus, clearly the paradigm of learning offered by Pavlov 
has serious limitations and does not provide a master formula for the interpertation 
and prediction of all behavior. 

The other early attempt to account for behavior modifiability was that made 
by E.L . Thorndike w ith the concept of ''habit". T his concept was strong precisely 
where condition reflex idea was wcak in that it accounted for response variability. 
The basic notion here is that Iiving organisms have drives, such as hunger thirst, and 
cold and that the response fırst rnade to a given drive in a given situation may not 
achieve thedesireden ds. Therefore, living organism must have provisions for respon· 
se substitions, a given source of stimulation can be replaced by 8 more effective one. 
This was the gist of habit formation . 
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This type of behavior change or modification is usually called response substi
tution or selective learning. 

The fi rst version of two factor learning theory esme in to existance because of 
the widespread conviction that neither Thorndike 's habit forrnation (law of effect) 
nor the Pavlov's concept of reflex conditioning, taken alone, could provide a univer
sal paradigm for learning but that, taken together, they were sufficient. 

The second version of two factor theory, !ike the first one, assumed that both 
conditioning and trial and error (habit formation) learning are real, and different, 
phenomena; but, unlike the first version , it made important changes in the way 
Pavlov and Thomdike identified and explained them. It was assumed that Thomdi
ke (and H u ll) had been right in positing that trial and error Iearning (problem solving) 
is contingent upon drive reduction ; but the conception of drive was extentended 
to include fear, in additon to such primary drives as hunger and thirst. Ant it was 
further assumed that Pavlov had been right in holding that instances of learning 
occur, through sheer contiguity of stimulation, without drive reduction; but whe
ras the reflexologist had been intrested only in a stricly observable responses, the 
revised two factor position stressed the emotion of fear as the most important 
conditioned, or conditionable, response-which then motivates and when reduced 
reinforces behavioral acts which Pavlov and others had tried to interpert as examp
les of simple, direct conditioning. Morever, in the second version of two factor 
theory, stimulus substitution and response substitution wer~ recognized as two 
differen t types of reinforcement, drive reduction and drive induction, respectively. 

Before I go on to the third revision of two factor learning theory I would !ike 
to present the original and the last two revision of two factor theory schematically 
on the following table. 

Two-factor Iearning theory, original version 
Conditioning (Pavlov) · Habit forma tion (Thorndike) 
Positive and negative unconditioned Reward and punishment 

stimuli 
Stimulus Substitution 

Two-factor le arning theory, version two 
Sign learning (fear conditioning) 
Autonomic nervous system and 
visceral and vascular tissue 

Response substitution 

Solution learning (hııbit forrnation) 
Central Nervous system and 
skeletal musculature 

This version showed that avoidance behavior, to be adequately explained, 
rnust involve - both sign leaming and solution learning. Theory did not, however 
dea! adequately with secondary reinforcement or the concept of habit . 

Present Version of two-factor theory 
Incremental reinforcement (punishment) Deeremental Reinforcement 

(reward) 
Primary reinforcement 
Secondary reinforcemen t 
Danger signal on (fear) 
Safety signal off (disappointment) 

Primary reinforcement 
Secondary reinforcement 
Danger signal off (relief) 
Safety signal on (hope) 
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Here it will be noted that all teaming is conditioning, so that the theory re
mains "two factored" only with respect to the forms of reinforcement involved, as 
inerementat and deerementaL 

The third version of two factor of learning theory assumed that habit fonna
tion is a matter of conditloning no less than is punishment. Therefore, it did not 
assume that there is two different teaming process but it assumed that there is two 
different reinforcement. If a stimulus-drive Sd produces a given response Ri and if 
this Ri is followed by reward Sr, thenit is assumed that a part of total response Rr 
which is produced by Sr will become conditioned to the stimuli Sd inherently con
nected with Ri. Here the conditionable component of Rr (Response reward) is rh 
(response hope), the hope reaction ; and it becomes connected to the stimuli, s, s, s, 
just as fear does in punishment. The result is that whenever Ri starts to occur, it 
is facilitated rather than blocked. This is essen ce o f habit , as opposed to inhibition. 
Present day version of two factor theory can be diagrammed as follows and this 
diagram can mak e above formulation clearer . 

lnstrumentaı l nstrum ental Fe ar 
Respo nse Response (secondary 

Stımuıus 

l 
Stlmuıus 

t 
Relnforce-

drlve s drlve s~ent) 
t s~ H o p e t s t 

S d Ri : s~ ,.(rh ) S d Ri : s · (rf) 

St lmulus Reward -Sr ;ıı. Rr R esponse St lmulus Sp~Rp 
Rewar d Pu nlshment 

S d Ri: :~rh S d Ri : :~f 
Here the changes produced in behavior by reward, as well as those produced 

by punishment, are derived from conditioning p lus the feedback principle. 
The presEmt version of two factor theory was two factored in only one way as 

opposed to the first revision of two factor t heory being two factored in two diffe
rent ways. Those two factors of present version of the theory are, with respect to 
the two types of reinforcement, inerementat and deerementaL With respect to the 
other principle of clasification employed in the second version, the theory is now 

' decidedly one factored ; that is, it assumes that all leaming is sign learning and that 
solution learning is a derivative thereof. 

In short, then , as far as types of Jearning concemed, the revised version is 
one factored; but it only implies two different kinds of reinforcement. So, it is 
questionable to call this theory as two factored leami_ng theory on the basis of 
two different reinforcement. Mowrer does not also deny _this situation and he 
thinks that it is a weak basis to call this theory as two factored learning theory, 
however he did not make any attempt to make changes about the title for the time 
be ing. 

Mowrer calls these two different reinforcements as inerementat reinforcement 
(punishment) and deeremental reinforcement (reward). He then separates and sees 
incremental reinforcement as active and passive avoidance Jearning. Morever, tbere 
are three ways in which active avoidance and three ways in which passive avoidance, 
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learning can occur. Active avoidance learning can occur on the bıısis of ordinary 
punishment (infliction of pain),_ threat (waming), or disappolntment. And if respon
se correlııted stimulation is followed by any of these three incremental reinforce
ment, passive avoidance will ensue. Through incremental reinforcement the subject 
learns to keep away from things. 

If an independent, environmentally produced stimulus is followed by pri
mary drive decrement, by secondary drive decrement (relief type) or by secondary 
drive decrement (ho pe type), then that stimulus will acquire the capacity to attract 
and hold the subject to or near it. 

Response inhibition is not dependent upon a weakening of some stimu lus 
response relation, but it depends upon the conditioning of fear to the stimıili 
whlch response arouses. Morever, habit formation is not dependent upon the 
strengthening of some stimulus response connection, but it depends upon the can
ditioning of a different type of feedback, namely hope , to the stimuli which respon
se arouses. 

Therefore, on the present version of the two factor learning theory, metabo
li c (or primary) drives differentiated from secondary drives that those are conditio
nable reactions which Mowrer calls emotions which play a central role in those 
changes in behavior or performance which are represent learning. The emotions are 
involved what is Jearned. Fear, hope, relief and disappointment conditionable; and 
once conditioned , to independent and/or respondent stimuli, they then guide and 
control performance in a generally sensible and adaptive manner. The revised two 
factor theory assumes that responses, in the sense of evert, behavioral acts are never 
Jeamed and that all learning is in the nature of stimulus substitution, an other way 
to say, would be that all learning is in sign learning. Furthermore, the behavior 
changes occur, when emotions get conditioned to response correlated stimuli. 

Two factor theory does not exeJude the notion of cognition perception, 
knowledge; it simply makes these in telleetual phenomena part and pareel of a more 
inclusive type of reaction, which importantly involves emotional and therefore 
motivational factots. The emontions seem to Mowrer, a high order of intelligence. 

Theoretical lmplications for Learning Disability 

Mowrer's two factor learning theory or one factor two different reinforce
ment theory does not bring anything new except that we may be able to utilize 
this theory in motivating learning disabled kids, since it has been stated by many 
of people that learning disabled children lack of motivation. However, it is not ex
plicit how to determine hope, fear, disappointment or relief from theory. 

Evaluation of The Theory 

Evaluation of Mowrer's theory brings me to the conclusion that there is very 
limited applicability to the learning disabled children. He only offers stimulus 
pairing-sign leaming-in terms of increasing or decreasing of occurence of the beha
vior. 
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